INTRODUCTION
The recommendation systems have been basically created to recommend products to customers and help them to purchase, because it is unlikely to make an optimal decision in buying [1] . The recommendation systems already presented have lots of problems and this has made the large websites to have difficulty in recommending products to the users. In the past two decades, we have witnessed a significant increase in the number of e-commerce sites that can guide users in the decision making process. In addition to benefiting users, e-commerce sites benefit companies as well, by giving them access to information about user interests and choices, and ultimately increasing their sales and profits. Given the large number of products/items available online, the big challenge that these e-commerce sites face today is how to effectively identify items that users might be interested in purchasing and to recommend such items to users. Recommender systems can help here. The history of recommender systems dates back to the year 1979 with relation to cognitive science [2] . Recommender systems gained prominence among other application areas such as approximation theory [3] , information retrieval [4] , forecasting theories [5] , management science [6] and consumer choice modelling in marketing [7] . In the mid-1990s, recommender systems became active in the research domain when the focus was shifted to recommendation problems by researchers that explicitly rely on user rating structure and also emerged as an independent research area [8] [9] [10] . RS's make use of previous user likes and dislikes and statistical methods to extract patterns about users and items. These patterns can be then IJECE ISSN: 2088-8708 
Recommender system based on semantic similarity (Karamollah Bagheri Fard) 752 employed to suggest items of interest to users. Given the advantages that recommender systems offer, they have become an integral part of many business models and are being used very extensively in many ecommerce websites such as Amazon.com, eBay, Reel.com, etc. In this paper, semantic similarity is used to find a set of k nearest neighbours to the target user, or target item. The objective of this paper is to incorporate semantic similarity in the developed recommendation system, evaluate its accuracy using the private building company dataset andcompare with state-of-the-art recommender systems.
RECOMMENDATION TECHNIQUES
Recommendation methods have a variety of possible categories [11, 12] . For arranging a first review of the different kinds of RSs, we want to quotation a taxonomy offered by [13] that has become a traditional way of identifying between recommender techniques and mentioning them. Burke [13] differentiates between 6 different classes of recommendation approaches that 3 main of them are explained as follows:
Content-Based Filtering (CBF)
The content based approach provides recommendations which are based on information on the content of items rather than on other user's opinions. It uses a machine learning algorithm to induce the profile of the user preferences from examples based on a feature description of the content. The content of an item can be structured or unstructured. If we consider the content of a movie as director, writer, cast etc., then each of these attribute can be considered as a feature. But in the case of unstructured items such as text data, deciding on the feature set is more difficult. Content-based recommenders treat suggestions as a user-specific category problem and learn a classifier for the customer's preferences depending on product traits.
According to Ziegler [14] , techniques applying a content-based recommendation strategy evaluate a set of documents and/or details of products previously ranked by a user, and develop a model or user profile of user passions depending on the features of the things rated by that user. Content-based RS's can be used in a variety of domains ranges i.e., recommending web pages, news articles, jobs , television programs, and products for sale.
Collaborative Filtering
Based on the genuine and ordinary of this strategy [15] the items that other users with similar tastes liked in the past are recommended to the target user. The likeness in taste of two customers is computed with regards to the likeness in the rating history of the users.
All collaborative filtering methods share a capability to utilize the past ratings of users in order to predict or recommend new content that an individual user will like [16] . The actual assumption is highly based in the idea of likeness between users or between products, with the similarity being expressed as a function of agreement between past ratings or preferences. Two basic variants of collaborative filtering approach can be classified as user-based and item-based.
Hybrid Recommender Systems
Hybrid RS's can be obtained from a combination of mentioned techniques by blending two or more techniques that tries to fix disadvantages of them. A hybrid approaches more have been used by combing collaborative and content-based methods, which tries to eliminate shortcomings of both [13, 17, 18] . Moreover, a combination for developing hybrid recommender system is depending on the domain and data characteristics. Seven categories of hybrid recommendation systems, weighted, switching, mixed, feature combination, feature augmentation, cascade, and meta-level have been introduced by [19] .
SIMILARITY METRICS
One crucial step in the collaborative filtering algorithm is to calculate the similarity between items and users and finally to choose a group of nearest neighbours as recommendation partners for an active user. After establishing a set of profiles by the recommender system, it is possible to reason about the similarities between users or items, and finally chooses a group of nearest neighbours as recommendation partners for an active user. Because of importance of similarity matrices, some of the popular similarity metrics that used in collaborative filtering will be examined in detail. 
Cosine Similarity
Usually cosine similarity metric is used for estimate the similarity between two instance a and b in information retrieval that the objects are in the shape of vector x a and vector x b [20, 21] and calculating the Cosine Vector (CV) (or Vector Space) similarity between these vectors indicate the distance of them to each other [22, 23] : 2 2 . co s( ,
In the context of item recommendation, for computing user similarities, this measure can be employed in which a user u indicates vector x u  R|I| where x ui = r ui if user u has rated item i and for unrated item considers 0. The similarity between two users u and v would then be calculated as:
Where r uv once more indicates the items rated by both u and v. A shortcoming of this measure is that it does not examine the differences in the mean and variance of the ratings made by users u and v.
Cosine similarity is calculated on a scale between -1 and +1, where -1 implies the objects are completely dissimilar, +1 implies they are completely similar and 0 implies that the objects do not have any relationship to each other. In prior researches, vector similarity has been proven to work well in information retrieval [4] but it has not been found to carry out as well as Pearson's for user-based CF [24] .
Pearson Correlation
Pearson Correlation (PC) is a well-known metric that compares ratings where the effects of mean and variance have been eliminated is the Pearson Correlation (PC) similarity [25, 26] :
Also, for acquiring the similarity between two items i and j the ratings given by users that have rated both of these items is compared:
Spearman's Correlation Coefficient
Spearman's correlation coefficient is a rank coefficient that independent of the actual item rating values, estimates the difference in the ranking of the items in the profiles [27] . First user's list of ratings is turned into a list of ranks, where the user's highest rating takes the rank of 1, and tied ratings take the average of the ranks for their spot [28, 29] . Herlocker [29] showed that Spearman's performs similarly to Pearson's for user-based CF. , ,
The Spearman Correlation Coefficient for user-user similarity between two users a and b have been represented in Equation 5 . It is declared regarding the set of all co-rated items (I) that , 754 correlation is measured on a scale between -1 to +1 where , -1 implies the objects are completely dissimilar, +1 implies they are completely similar and 0 implies that the objects do not have any relationship to each other.
SEMANTIC SIMILARITY
There are three types of semantic similarity measures used in calculating the similarities between items serving as ontology-based metadata instances that are defined as three types of Taxonomy Similarity (TS), Attribute Similarity (AS) and Relation Similarity (RS).For each pair of item, the above semantic similarity measures are used by obtaining the weighted values of these measures [30] . The semantic similarity between instance I i and I j is denoted by SS (I i ,I j ) and TS, RS, and AS is calculated for weighted arithmetic mean.
Taxonomy Similarity
Taxonomy Similarity (TS) between two instances is determined according to their corresponding concepts' places in concept hierarchy (H c ) that specified in ontology model [31] . Mainly, in TS the closer concepts in taxonomy indicates the strong similarity between them. After computing similarities between concepts in ontology, it is possible to calculate similarity between two instances by considering the similarities between relative concepts of these instances. To do taxonomy similarity calculation between two concepts, 4 different measures TSC Wu&Palmer , TSC CM , TSC Lin and TSC Mcleancan be used.
According to Maedche and Zacharias [32] TSC CM or taxonomy similarity between concepts using concept match is used to calculate TSC. In ontology, it is defined based on distance between two concepts. Concept Match (CM) between two concepts uses TSCCM and is determined as:
, ,
where UC (Upwards cotopy) is determined as :
A set of concepts that make a path from a given concept given concept to the root of a given concept hierarchy is determined by UC. Subsequently, TSC CM can be defined as follow:
TSC Wu&Palmer is as second measure that was proposed by Wu and Palmer [33] .Wu and Palmer's measure that is used for similarity between concepts is defined as following:
The number subConceptOf is defined by N1 and N2 that make link from C i and C j to their most particular concept C k that subsumes both of them. Also, N 3 stands to the number of subConceptOf links from C k to the root of the ontology (root concept). Compared to TSC CM , TSC Wu&Palmer is also based on the distance between concepts in ontology. Lin's taxonomy similarity presented by [34] is chosen as the third measure for computing TSC. Lin's taxonomy similarity is an information theoretic approach based on probabilistic model. In the following, the taxonomy similarity between concepts by Lin's taxonomy similarity (TSC Lin ) is presented as : 
Pr(C n ) stands to the probability which a randomly chosen instance belongs to concept C n , and incorporating C i and C j is C k representing the most specific concept.
The Movie concept and Feature concept are the two concepts utilized in this study, and the values of their instances have no effect on each other's probabilities. As an example, only the Movie instances are considered when the probability of a concept belongs to Movie concept. Pr(C n ) is therefore represent the following.
A set of instances is determined by ISET(C n ) which are instances of the concepts that are linked to the C n concept by subConceptOf links. ISET(C n ) can be defined as following:
CSET(I) indicates the set of concepts that instance I is linked by instanceOf links. The other measure by [35] varied strategies of similarity calculation are analysed and similarity measure defined in the following equation which is called taxonomy similarity between concepts using Mclean's taxonomy similarity (TSC Mclean ), gives the best performance. 1, ( , ) . , 
The work carried out in [35] reveals that Mclean's taxonomy similarity measurement produced the best performance with optimal values of parameters  and  having 0.2 and 0.6 respectively, when evaluation was done on separate similarity calculation strategies. l and h are the shortest path length between C i and C j , and the most specific concept in ontology respectively. As stated above, TSC CM , TSC Wu&Palmer , and TSC Mclean are based on distance between concepts while TSC Lin on information theoretic approach.
In the Equation 15 the CSET was determined. SSIM (S1, S2) indicates the similarity between two sets S1 and S2. Similarity between two sets can be calculated applying the similarities between their elements, in this case TSC of concepts, and a method that identifies a way of employing these similarities.
Relation Similarity
Relation similarity (RS) is another similarity measure that uses ontology-based metadata [36] . In ontology-based metadata, RS between two instances is based on their relations to other instances. Assume that Director Z is as a director of Movie α and Movie  and Director Y is as a director of Movie . That is clear that the RS between Movie α and Movie  is higher than the RS between Movie  and Movie. It is because of belonging same director for Movie α and Movie  . For RS measure, the modified version of Maedche and Zacharias's RS measure from the [37] is used. RS between instances I i and I j can be computed as follows: 
As (P, In, DIR) is defined as the related instances (As) of instance In with regard to the relation P and direction OR (Ii, Ij, P, DIR) calculation and DIR is reduced to similarity between two sets with associated instances. 
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Recalling what was said in previous sections that similarities between elements triggers the similarity between two sets (SSIM) using a method. RS is used when calculating SSs between two instances and SSs is employed in calculating RS s between instances, this leads to infinite cycles and the to avert this, a maximum recursion depth has to be defined.
Relation similarity is advantageous because similarities between associated instances are given prominence. In a movie instance, the associated instances are feature-values of these movies. In a movie that has only one feature, the actor starred in the movie, and decided to find similarity between MovieX and MovieY having feature-value Actor α and Actor  respectively. With the user rating movies casting only Actor α, predicting the rating of Movie Y becomes impossible has stated. The relation similarity between MovieX and MovieY depends on the semantic similarity between Actor α and Actor , and also the semantic similarity between other instances with relations to Actor α and Actor . As such, similarity value of the movies can be found and rating prediction done.
Attribute Similarity
For calculating semantic similarities of ontology-based meta data Attribute Similarity (AS) is used as a third similarity measure [38] . Compare to the relation similarity, also attribute values is selected for as between two objects. Hence, AS between two instances I i and I j is defined as: (19) PA denotes the set of attributes that includes attributes of both UC(C(I i ), H c ) and UC(C(I j ), H c ).The similarity between objects I i and I j is determined by OA(I i , I j , a) for attribute a. Thus, attribute similarity between two instances is calculated by computing similarities for each attribute in the set PA and taking average of these similarities. Similar to the computation of OR(I i , I j , a), OA(I i , I j , a) is calculated by considering associated literals of I i and I j with respect to the attribute a. Associated literal (Al) of in regard to the attribute A is as follow: 0,
The difference between A l and A s is that A l can include at most one literal unlike A s . Thus, in order to calculate OA, calculating similarity between attribute values is more preferred rather than calculating similarity between two sets. 
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RECOMMENDER SYSTEM BASED ON SEMANTIC SIMILARITY
Collaborative filtering applied similarity method for finding K-nearest neighbour users to target user. After that, they utilize the past ratings of neighbour users in order to predict or recommend new content to target user who will like. In this current paper, we use semantic similarity among users to find k-nearest neighbour users. It's worth mentioning that, users profile must be constructed based on ontology. All activities of user can be collected and saved in web proxy. System can classify the records of the user's activities using Machine Learning Algorithm and ontology of the items.
Some attribute of items that a user tries to browse and search can be used to develop the initial user profile ontology. Finally, a user's feedbacks on the results of recommendation can be used as an important act to adjust the user's profile.
In order to develop the profile ontology, items ontology is primarily needed as elaborated in the previous steps. After that, user's interests and preferences are made with regard to the content of the items previously browsed and searched by the user. The ontology generator uses the user's previous activities regarding the various items to develop the initial user profile ontology. Therefore, the user's profile is developed based on the ontology of some reference ontology nodes and each node has an attribute called interest value. This profile is updated with regard to the user's new activities such as shopping, visiting the pages, explicit rating, browsing and searching. The Figure 1 shows the user profiling module used in this study. In this study for making recommendation list by collaborative filtering, firs K-nearest neighbour of active user (target user) must be gained. For obtaining this result, semantic similarity methods are applied. for obtaining K-NN users to active user, semantic similarity between ontology is used [32] . In this method of similarity, both lexical similarity and conceptual similarity are considered for measuring similarity between two ontologies. Conceptual Comparison Level includes Comparing between two Taxonomies and Comparing Relations between corresponding concepts of two taxonomies. After producing K-nearest neighbour users, all items of this list that neighbour users have purchased but target user has not purchased, recommended to him.
In content-based filtering systems, if items are highly similar to the users' profiles, they can be recommended to user by considering item's content. In this study, content based filtering uses of semantic similarity among items in the item ontology domain in order to anticipate unknown rating for target user based on his/her profile. In this stage, a list including top-N recommendation items are prepared for recommendation to target user based on the user's history record.
EVALUATION
In order to evaluate how accurate the proposed methods work in recommender systems, it is better to use the transactions (selling and buying) in a store with various products. In this study, the bills of a construction materials supplier were used. The data include 2266 buyers, 2581 products, and 21662 sales invoices.
To evaluate the recommender system, firstly, the items purchased by each user should be divided into two sets. The first set was called training set and the second one was called "the test set" and sets were selected randomly. The proposed algorithms were first implemented on the training set in order to filter N items to be recommended to users. The N items recommended to the target user are called Top-N. Then, the items in Top-N were compared with the items in the test set. 
For a better performance, F1 that is combination of the two above criteria was used:
F1 was computed for each user and the average F1 obtained from all users was considered as the criterion for determining the algorithm accuracy. In order to compare the proposed methods with the previous methods, they are compared with the recommender system that has been designed based on association rules. The following diagrams show the results of these algorithms. In the following evaluations, the various values of TOP-N were considered from 10 to 130.
Experimental results demonstrate that accuracy of collaborative filtering based on semantic similarity (CF+SeSi) is higher than collaborative filtering based on Pearson correlation similarity (CF+PC) approach. Further, experimental results shows that accuracy of content based filtering based on semantic similarity (CBF+SeSi) is higher than content based filtering based on cosine similarity (CBF+CS) approach (see Figures 2 and 3 ). 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed two new recommendation methods by incorporating the semantic similarity in both CF and CBF recommendation approaches. In CF approach, to find a set of k nearest neighbours to the target user, users' profile based on ontology was formed and then semantic similarity among users' profile was used. In CBF approach, for finding similar items to items purchased in the past by target user, semantic similarity was used. Consequently, using most broadly popular measurement metrics, F1, two methods were compared to the CF based on Pearson correlation and CBF based on cosine similarity, respectively.
In order to evaluate how accurate the proposed methods work in recommender systems, we used the transactions (selling and buying) in a store with various products. In this study, the bills of a construction materials supplier were used. In the dataset, there were 2266 buyers, 2581 products and 21662 sales invoices and evaluations were made for the various values of TOP-N from 10 to 130.Experimental results on private building company dataset demonstrated that the high accuracy is obtained in both CBF and CF by incorporating semantic similarity. 
